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2. Result: Global Environmental Justice Pattern (final truth table) 

Comparative field researches in the vulnerability areas using Q Oracle 

1st result: areas of vulnerability in Canada, Brazil, and Germany 

Testing and reduction of possible truth tables through GIS and Bayesian Inference 

GIS modelling of social and ecological CC variables in Canada, Brazil, and Germany 

Qualitative Comparative Analysis of Climate Change variables XX-1 truth tables 
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13 steps of to apply Q Oracle 

 

1. Formation of a team to undertake and monitor a 

given subject. 

2. Identifying the areas of ‚discourse‘  

3. Selection of ‘experts’ and clustering of one or 

more panels. (P-set=total of all panels, if any) 

4. Collection of statements from literature and the 

P-set 

5. Creation of  final Q sort by classification of 

environmental discourses (e.g. Dryzek 1997) 

6. Q sorting by the P-set in accordance to the Q 

pyramid 

7. Q analysis 

8. Interpretative analysis of conflict lines from the 

normalized scores and the decent factor array 

9. Development  and transmission of the first 

round Delphi questionnaire 

10. Analysis of the first round responses 

11. Preparation and transmission of the second 

round questionnaires  

12. Analysis of the second round responses (Steps 

10 to 12 are reiterated at least three times) 

13. Preparation of the final report by narratives of 

the discourses and analysis  of the three rounds. 

(provision of: Q sort correlation, normalized 

factor scores, PCA, Kendall W coefficient of 

concordance, free texts which can be analyzed 

by ‘ad hoc methods’ of discourse analysis) 
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Aim: finding the global environmental justice pattern of climate change 


